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The problem of the study:

The problem of the study in this crisis in a nonreal conspiracy from some powers to dominate the world Economy? As is it on real crisis must can lead to the collapse? As is it just a fault of the capitalist regime led to the fall awal collapse some financial over monitory confusion as a result of some default of the capital regimen wich led to collapse some financial and monitory organizations on the huge in the national companies, this was used in propaganda and in advertisement dominate the power and aims of some great powers to dominate the power and food resources in certain territories of the world, also the study aims to display of the data and information that explain every scenario and studying the most acceptable and realistic.

Aim of Study:

The study aims to identify the world financial and monitory crisis, that is through three Scenarios. The first, is it a nonreal conspiracy? Last, is it a real crisis, the last one, is it financial and monitory confusion as a result of some defaults of the capital regime which led to collapse some financial and monitory organizations and the huge international companies, This was used in propaganda and in advertisement to achieve desires and aims of some great powers to dominate the power and food resources in certain territories of the world, Also the study aims to display all studying the most acceptable and realistic.

The Research Method and Source of Data:

The descriptive analytic methods and the economic descriptive way because they are the most suitable to explain that phenomena, depending on the data, information and studies connecting they subject spite of their decreasing one freshness.

The Results of the Study:

The results of study Concentrated in three Scenarios. The first, is that where the Global financial crisis a conspiracy? The second is that where the Global financial crisis for real? As for the third scenario, where this crisis a result of a financial confusion of the capitalist regime that was used in propaganda and in media in benefit for some Global powers? As follows, we show every Scenario.

The First Scenario:

Is the Global financial and Economic crisis a conspiracy? This scenario assuming that the Global financial and Economic crisis crucial to the theory of conspiracy, thus it is not a real crisis, or financial compulsion. This scenario depends on create a financial crisis aiming to use the power resources (especially petrol …) and commanding to compensate the international policies and crises that faced some great powers, which led to a fault in its trade balance as a result to political and Economic causes that are:

The Political Reasons:

The theory of conspiracy assume that policies of some countries which led to that Global crisis, the main policies are:
1- Declaring war on the terrorism (the Illusionary Enemy) and putting a huge Budget for this war since 2001.
2- The war on Iraq under the lie of having Nuclear weapons and the huge expenditure on it.
3- The war on Afghanistan and the huge expenditure Budget of this war.
4- The several war in the Middle East region between Israel and each of Lebanon and Palastein.
5- Expanding and feeding the phenomenon of domestic conflicts in the middle East region in Sudan, Yemen, Palastein and Lebanon etc.

The Economic Reasons:

Represented in a direct or indirect ways in dominating and usage the power resources, metals and food in the world for its favor, that represented in:
1- power resourced (especially the petrol), they are concentrated in the Arabian Gulf region where huge and great treasures around the world achieving investments. Great and many ones, concentrated in Europe and the United States of America.
2- Territories of food located in Sudan and some African countries, they are an aim to many international powers to use and rent of their lands to produce food or to extract Biofuel.
3- Metals, they are concentrated in some African countries, especially, Gold, Uranium …. Etc, and the trial of the great powers to dominate the regions of metals.

The Second Scenario:

Is where the Global financial crisis is real? This Scenario assume that the financial crisis is Real, this direction is indicated by the following:
1- The bankruptcy of many banks organizations and the giant international companies which led to the collapse of many exchange markets, in addition to its impact on the move of the world trade. The forcemeat many companies and organizations to bankruptcy. This crisis striked all the countries of the world either developed or developing ones without exception and with different rates.
2- The expose of the world to the real-estate crisis in September the 15th 2008. It was a sever financial crisis that can be described as the most harmful since the great world stagnation in the 1929.
3- The aggravated real-estate crisis in the united state of America, where the president George Bush (Junior) declared an owed house for every citizen (American) through a very easy loans. Were derived from its aim and were used in buying Life-time commodities and luxury cars, without capability for payment and without offering visibility studies. As a result, this led to the collapse of the "wool street" money exchange the symbol of Empire of Capitalism in America on Monday September the 15th 2008.

The American stock market was greatly affected, the main indexes were:
- The NASAQ index was declined from 2300 point in Feb. 2008 to 1532 point in Feb. 2009 (Graph no. (1))
- The Dow Jones index was declined from 12100 point in Feb. 2008 to 7950 point in Feb. 2009 (Graph no. (2))
The London stock market was greatly affected by the American financial crisis, the main index was declined from 5700 point in Feb. 2008 to 4200 point in Feb 2009 (Graph no. (3))

The French stock market was greatly affected by the financial crisis, the parameter was declined to 3000 point in Feb. 2009 after it was 4700 point in Feb 2008 (Graph no. (4))

4- The interference of the American government to some the world biggest insurance company (IG) Tuesday September 16th 2008 by buying 80% of its shares which mean the nationalization of the biggest part of it.

5- Declaring of president George Bush (Junior) in the National Salvation message, the necessity of providing 700.0 Milliars Dollars to face this crisis.

The Third Scenario:

Is the Global financial crisis a financial confusion as a result of some mischief of the capitalist regime?

This scenario concludes that if the world financial crisis is a result of a financial confusion for some of the defaults of capitalist regime which led to a collapse for some companies and Global financial organizations, this were used by propaganda and media to fulfill desires and aims of some great powers to dominate the resources of Energy, food and metals in certain territories of the world. The causes of this is the following:
1- The bankruptcy of some banks, organizations and private companies that deal with the real-estate, and refusing of some banks to give loans, the Rashness to draw the savings and the hastening of some investors (Arabs and Foreigners) to liquidate the monetary shares. All this represents the objective side of the crisis.

2- The fear, panic, terror and fright from what is happening in the financial and real-estate side and as a result in the world Economy, and this represent, the Physiological side of the crisis.

3- The missachives of the capitalist regime and the noninterference of the governments in the financial situations, also, the absolute freedom of the Capitalism regime in dominating all the world Economies.

4- The non real bad estimation of the financial and world Economy situation, the random management of the crisis, and, the confusion. Of the world market-stocks.

5- The moral corruption and its expenditures in the world like abusing, lying, commercial cheating, domination and the commodity Smuggling.

6- Lowing the rates of consumption, saving, investment and expenditure which leads to more stagnancy, liquidation, stumbling and bankruptcy for many organizations, banks and companies all over the world.

7- The big expenditure and which was exaggerator in the real-estate loan and mangage especially in the United States of America during the period (1990-2000).

The most that Scenario project in some phenomenon as of bankruptcy on collapse of many companies, organizations and world banks in different places of the world, the most important are:

a- The bankruptcy of "Ernon" the world company for energy.

b- The bankruptcy of "Lehman Brothers" the American bank in September 15th 2008.

c- The collapse of "Yamato li" the biggest Japanees insurance company, with on indebtedness of 2.7 milliard Dollars.

d- The bankruptcy of the "Bears Stearns" bank that was selled in march 2008, after a loss of 60.0 milliard Dollars, it is the biggest investment bank of the world.

e- The nationalization of "Northern Rock" bank by the british government in February 12th 2008.

f- The collapse of the share of "Fortes", the financial collection and insurance, a Belgium – Holland collection in the market – Stock.

The united states of America, European countries and some countries of the world had rushed to put some plans and remedies in serious. Trials to avoid stumping the financial and economic situation in the world, that is reflected in the following:

1- Putting the American salvation plan which allow for the American government to buy an exhausted foundations estimated by about 700.0 milliard Dollars connected with the real-estate mortgage, though backing some organizations and real-estate companies and buying some of them, and the nationalization of the rest which achieve the balance in the American financial markets.

2- The adopting of these countries to a bigger role to interfere in the capitalist regime by buying and nationalizing of some companies, banks and international organization to avoid bankruptcy.

Summary:

The study delt with the global financial crisis by assuming three Scenarios. The first delt with, is the global financial crisis is a conspiracy?

Wile the second Scenario delt with, is the global financial crisis a real?

The third Scenario is whether this Global financial crisis is a result of a financial confusion in some companies, organizations and world banks?

It occurred that the third Scenario is the most nearer to the reality hence this Global financial crisis is a result to the confusion in the organizations and world banks as a result of some nastliness of the free capitalism.

In the opposite side the expenditure and increasing of the phenomenon of the real estate mortgage in the United States of America, which led to the collapse of "wall street" in America, this made the great powers use this crisis in the media and propaganda, trying to tract the capitals and dominating the wealthy teretories espicially the Arabion Gulf countries, Sudan and some African countries, in addition, putting plans of the rescue the American Economy by about 700.0 Milliard Dollars, also, the governmental interference by a bigger role in the capitalist regime through buying and the nationalization and supporting organizations, Companies and huge banks avoiding the collapse and bankruptcy.
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